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Home and School Together

Sports Day
Special thanks to Ms Wong, Mr Jurrius and Mr Cha for organising this exciting and enjoyable event.
The event included rowing, badminton, basketball, Tug of War and balancing leg lunges.
The students and teachers enjoyed this event thoroughly. Some students said they even preferred
this event to the “normal” Sports Days of previous years. The school was filled with laughter and fun
and it was nice for everyone to feel a sense of normalcy even in a time like this. For some students,
this day was the first time in months where did got to actually play with their friends!
The students learnt the value of teamwork, how to encourage others and how to use resources
wisely. They practiced their personal strengths, perseverance, cooperation and supporting each
other. Overall, the day was a success and the students went home with smiles on their faces.

Easter celebration
The activities on that day included an educational presentation, Kahoot trivia quiz and Easter
Bingo all organised and held by the Student Council. This year was a bit different from other years
as we hosted the activities online for the students at school. They were happy to receive lots of sweet
Easter eggs!
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Parents Day
The third Parents Teacher Evening day was held
on 16th April. On that day, the PTA group shared
school events in Quarter 3 with parents that include
Chinese and Easter celebration, sports day, SWLO
project presentation and WASC visit.
In the afternoon, parents were invited to view their
children’s presentations online via Zoom. The Grade
9 and 10’s put their best efforts in their performance. Even though they were
very nervous to perform in front of their schoolmates, their first practice around
a month earlier helped them learn the areas they needed to improve on.
This time around, the students were a lot more confident and their
presentations were more organised too.
The top scorers of this year’s SWLO Presentations were group members Caroline Gong (G10),
Mark Jhiromie (G10) and Colin Chan (G9); and group members Pancy Pun (G10), Abbie Tang (G10)
and Daniel Sit (G9).

WASC Visit
This April, the long-awaited Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC) visit finally
came around. Concordia International Schools is a WASC accredited school and thus, regular
visits to ensure quality education is being given to the students are held every couple of years.
During their last visit, the organization gave our school a list of aspects we need to improve,
and during their visit this year, they checked to see if we took their advice.
All in all, they were pleased with the progress of the school and optimistic about the trajectory
we are going in. Of course, there is no perfect school but we will continue to work hard on
improving the school.
We wish to thank Jess, parents of Janis Tong (G11) and Abbie Tang's mother (G10), for their
active participation during the WASC visit and for their kind words about the school.
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Dr. Carter’s column

Transforming Lives
This year, Easter and the Qing Ming Festival came at the same time. The second one gives honour
to ancestors. The first one honours Jesus, who had been executed on a cross, when he became alive
again. One festival respectfully sweeps the graves; the other celebrates that a grave was empty.
Jesus’ followers were frightened by the empty tomb, and even by seeing Jesus again, according to the
Bible. Again and again as Jesus greeted his friends he began speaking by saying, “Peace be with you.”
In a sense every Christian worship service and every CIS Bible Assembly is an opportunity to hear Jesus
says this again, to us. You have trouble in your life? Peace be with you. You feel too much pressure
from work or school? Peace be with you. The pandemic gives you fear or disappointment? Peace be with you.
Bible Assemblies this year have the theme, “The
Cross is a Sign of Jesus’ Success.” As parents and
CIS faculty and staff, we work hard for success, to offer
good lives to our students; we saw this again in recent
parent meetings and the WASC visit (by Zoom).
Jesus’ dying on a cross, the Roman Empire form of
execution, shows how hard Jesus worked, even to
death, so that people can have success, can have
transformed lives. The grave didn’t need sweeping;
Jesus left it behind so that he could find ways to show
us God’s love and help us love each other, transforming lives.

Competition
The World Book Day Creative Competition was organized by The Hong Kong Public Libraries. Our
Grade 12 Student, Hillary Chew got the prize of senior secondary Chinese category and she is sharing
her reading experience in an interview by the same organizer.
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